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Society, Church, State 

By society I shall mean the object studied by sociologists

and social historians, by church the object	 : studied by

theologians and church historians, by state the object studied
c

by plittiiiTir political theorixsts and historia.ns.
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3. Society, ChaToh, State 

Sociologists and social historians study  society,

ecclesiologists arid church historians study the church,

, 'political theorists and political historians study the

state. These definitions are rudimentary and not very

enlightening, but at least they point to concrete

investigators and to concrete areas of empirical study.

On the three the most comtprehensive is society4

It refers to individuals cooperating to muck= realize

that structure of the human good described in chapter two.

zAs the reader may recall, the structure stands on three

levels. On the first level one considers the needs and gap

capacities of individuals, their operations which, within

society,become cooperations, and the resultant recurrent

instances of the particular good. On the second level one

considers the plasticity and perfectibility of individuals,

their training for assuming roles and performing tasksaxx

in aco accord with already understood and accepted modes of

cooperation q and the good of order that results from the

knowledge, skill, and god good-will of the community and

that assures the recus recurrence in abundance of desired

instances of the particular good.	 On the third levelt.

JRNMERKINERXXIMMIXIBRAWAKIKSTMEMODUXXXXXXXXXIKIXXX

one considers individuals as instances of originating value,

of freedom and responsibility, ow one adverts to their

basic options for self-transcendence or for alienation,

one examines their personal relations with other members

of the society, and one notes the terminal values they

bring about in themselves or they encourage in others.
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About them my first and fundamental observation is that, as

society is studied by. sociologists and social historians, so

the church is studied, by theologians and church historians,

while the state is studied by political theorists and

historians. My only concern with all three is to indicate

the field within which the eighth functional specialty,

communications , will have to operate.

Next, I would note that society, church, and state are

partly constituted by. meaning. It follows that they undergo

change inasmuch as that constitutive meaning shifts. Further,

it follows that they are attacked and destroyed inasmuch as

such constitut lye meaning is ridiculed and rejected.

Thirdly, in medieval theory the term, society, was employed

in a general and abstract sense. It denoted any association

of individuals for the pursuit of some common aim or aims.

It followedthat both church and state were considered particular

instances of society and, indeed, were said to be X1 ',perfect?'

a societies because each in its own field possess sed ultimate

authorityt.
ci

In contrast, the society investigatelk by sociologists

and social historians is quite concrete and all-embracing.

As we conceived it in an earlier part of this section,

iiiiirtaikauxiamtaximminazxxmixickmxkinciumgmuntxtxxitmiagxxinibizat

it is the concrete process in which the structure of the

human good is being realized more or less success full*

Bence, in so far as there emerges and functions a. worldwide

interdependence in technology, economics, imusiad humanitarian

concern, cultural influence, there zip does exist an

international society, though there does not exist an
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a supranational state.

This shift in the meaning of the term, society, has

implications for the mutual relations of society and church,

society and state, church and state. Where before society

was an abstraction of which church and state were instances,

now it is the total process within which state and church

are partial processes. Again, where before church and state

could be thought of as ultimate, now they are envisaged as

fulfilling functions within a larger whole. For in their

different ways church and statgogysre community and endeavor

to offset the evils that resulWrom the imperfect attainment

of community.

Finally, in the modern pluralist democracy, besides church

And, State,,there are numerous other bodies that are largely

self-governing and that pursue any of the specialized ends

that 'lave resulted either from the spontaneities of human

natureor from the differentiations brought about by human

development, Not only church and state, but also these other

bodies train personnel, offer roles and set tasks within

already understood and accepted ',/,:.P.modes of cooperation,

and make their contribution to the good of order by which

recurrent needs are met and in which terminal values emerge.

,,A=W4:Ni.NtraW;;T:i7. 	 -
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As already remarked,
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But, as alreaded remarked, the ideal basis of society is

community. 'Without a large measure of community, human society

and sovereign states cannot function. Without a constant renewal

of community, the measure of community already enjoyed easily

is squandered. There are needed, then, individuals, groups, and

it in the modern world organizations il that labor to persuade

people to intellectual, moral, and religious conversion and

IL work systematically to undo the mischief worked by alienation

and basic ideology. Among such bodies should be the Christian church

and to it in its contemporary situation we now turn.

4.	 Christian Church and Modern Situation

The Christian church is the community that results from

the outer communication of KmdtA Christ's message and from the

Inner gift of his love. The message announces what Christians

are to believe, what they are to become, what they are to do.

The meaning of the message, then, is cognitive, constitutive,
the

and effective. It is cognitive inasmuch asA Christian message

tells what is to be believed. It is constitutive inasmuch as

KinixtixxxxiIammx the message crystallizes the inner gift of

love into Christian fellowship. It is effective inasmuch as

it directs Christian service to mankind to bring about the

kingdom of God.

Both the situation within the church and the situation

within society tend to be overlooked by a classicist mentality.

Such am a mentality knows of good and evil, of saints and sinners,

of Immix corrup tion and reformation. It is guided by the
LJ

wisdom born of eternal verities and by the prudence that deals

with contingent eventualities. It may think of history as a
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case-book of good examples to be plraised and imitated and of bad

examples to be shunned. It thinks of man as possessing a human

nature that is ever the same and as acquiring a culture that is

universal and invariant because it is conceived normatively.

With the emergence of modern science and especially of

historical consciousness, society, state, and church are Kama

conceived as processes. Immediately situations leap into vast

significance, for every situation is the product of previous

process and, at the same time, it fixes the conditions a under

which future process will unfold.

To repeat this in slightly greater detail let us say that,

for historical consciousness, what a man is and does is in part

constituted tg and directed by the meanings he grasps and by the

values he cherishes. Over time such meanings are developed enormously

and such values are greatly refined. What any man is, then,

primarily is a product of previous history, and only secondarily is

it timuct the product of the man himself using previous achieve-

ment in his own way. Finally, the further becoming of each individual

and group is conditioned by their total situation. For it is the

contemporary situation that has to be taken into aim account

in selecting the ends to be achieved.) the resources available for

reaching the ends, the conditions under which operations will

be performed, and the optimal plan of operations that will employ

the resources under the conditions to obtain the ends.

Now what is true of all human becoming, also is true of

gkxistimmtaxamiligx men becomting Christians and acting like

Christians. For that becoming and that acting are the fruits

not only of the inner gift of God's love but also of Christ's

message which calls upon that love to bear witness, crystallizes it 

0
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into Christian fellowship, and directs it to the service of the

kingdom of God- But to bring about the kingdom of God is to

transform Munn history, and the transformation of human history,

if consciously intended and intelligently willed, supposes an

understanding not only of historical process but also of the

situation within which the transformation is attempted. For once

more it is the situationa that has to be taken into account if one

is to deternine the ends to be aimed at now, the resources that

are available now, the t conditions under which operations for

the ends will occur, and the optimal plan of operations to

attain the selected ends under the known conditions with the

available resources.
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into Christian fellowship, aid directs it to the service of the

kingdom of God. Indeed, since God can be counted on to bestow

his grace, the whole task of a practical theology is to direct

the communication of Christ's message.

Now to communicate is to have another share in one's

cognitive or constitutive or effective meaning. Those then that

would communicate the cognitive meaning of the Christian message,

first of all, must know it. At their service, then, are the seven

previous functional specialties. Next, those that would communicate

the constitutive meaning of the Christian message, first of all,

must live it. For without living the Christian message one does

not possess its constitutive meaning; and one cannot lead another

to share in what one oneself does not possess. Finally, those

that would communicate the' effective meaning of the Christian

message must practise it. For actions speak louder than words,

while preaching what one does not practise is sounding brass and

tinning cymbal.
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to confer the double benefit of both the gospel and genuine culture.

In contrast, the pluralist acknowledges a multiplicity of cultural

traditions. In any tradition he conceives the possibility of several

diverse differentiations of consciousness. He has no doubt that

every cultural tradition is more or less distorted by alienation

and ideology, and that any differentiation of it consciousness

can lead to abuses. But he is no revolutionary dedicated to the

total liquidation of things 11XXX as they are. Rather he is a

reformer. Ile proceeds slowly and methodically. His first aim

is religious conversion: the acceptance of Christian witness, the

entry into Christian fellowship, the participation in Christian

service to nankind. Ills second aim is to facilitate moral conversion.
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to confer the double benefit of both the true religion and the true

culture. In contrast, the pluralist acknowledges a multiplicity of

cultural traditions, In any tradition he envisages the possibility

of diverse differentiations of consciousness. But it he does not

consider it his task either to promote the differentiation of

consciousness or to ask people to renounce their own culture.

Rather he would proceed from within their culture and seek ways and

means for making it into a vehicle for communicating the Christian

message.

Through communication there is constituted community.

That comnmnity is named the Christian church. But at the present

time that statement is highly ambiguous, for the church is

divided. Different bodies entertain different notions of what the

church is. Each has kixxmni its own already understood and

accepted modes of cooperation. Each trains personnel to fulfil

roles and perform tasks it considers of moment. None the less,

there is remebered Christ's prayer: may "., may they all be

(John 17, 21). There goes forward the dialogue of ecumenism and,

thereby, communication iaxtik invites a divided church to unity.

Not only in this redemptive aspect but from every viewpoint

Is the church a process of self-constitution, a Selbstvollzug. 

If it maybe still named a society in the medieval sense of that

word, none the less in the modern meaning it is a process of

Balft self—constitution occurring within worldwide human society.

The substance of that process is the Christian message conjoined

with God's gift of his love and resulting in Christian witness,

Christian fellowship, and Christian service to mankind.

Further, the church is a structured process. As does

human society, it trains personnel. It idstinguishes roles and

assigns to them tasks. It has already understood and accepted
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modes of cooperation. It promotes a good of order in which

Christixan needs are met regularly, sufficiently, efficiently.

It facilitates the spiritual and cultural development of its

members. It invites them tat to transform by Christian charity

their personal and group relations. It rejoices in the terminal

id values that flow from their livexs.

Finally, the church is an ongoing process. It does not exist

simply at for itself. Its goal is the kingdom of God. It aims

at the kingdom of God not only within its own organization but

in the whole of human society and not only in the after life but

also in this life.

Process and situation are correlative. Every situation is

the intmetproduct of previous process and, at the same time, it is

the base from which subsequent process proceeds. As the church

imaxymmummixmlimummatitiltimixxxximxxilmtimxtimulaxxxilx

is a structured and ongoing process of self-constitution, so too

past process has resulted in the present situation and the present

situation is the base from which future process will proceed.

In the measure that future process is to be optimal, it is

necessary to understand past process so that the present

situation can be evaluated and future process planned.
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of perpetual renewal arid it would be revealed to all men of good

will that a it was seriously concerned not only -with another world

but very seriously with this one. The spiritual and corporal works

of merxcy have ever been a vehicle in which the church expressed

his love for suffering humanity, and the intention once expressed

by those works today calls for a fuller apxxxxilikim expression

that takes into account contemporary scholarship and science,

contemporary expansion of knowledge and of consequent change,

contemporary urbanization, pki population growth, a media,

techniques,
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I have been speaking mainly of the redemptive action of the

church in the modern world. But no less important is its mumirmitm

constructive action. In fact, the two are inseparable, for one

cannot undo evil without originating what is good. Such

origination however is not simply a matter of forming policies

wad planning operations. There is the far more arduous work of

advancing science and of convincing practiotal people both of the

superiority of the advanced science and of its relevance to their

policy making and planning.
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